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Aircraft Evolution adds a new set of textures to aircrafts to give them a new look and feel. There are 22 different textures in this DLC - 2 for each aircraft. Select a texture in the menu and see how it looks like when you are piloting your aircraft. Each skin can be used individually or be combined with your other
aircraft skins. Some aircrafts also have a new set of horn sounds. To activate this feature, go to the menu, select "sound" and play a sound you like. Horn sounds are available for all aircrafts of the given skin. Special thanks to our friends at Skins4U for creating this DLC. ]]> 09 Jan 2016 18:00:00 +0000 Click
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Features Key:
Unlock→1 more achievements

Auto-save system
(Press "B" on the keyboard to load default game settings)

All new in-game graphics and other effects
DOA7 Unlockable KEGA outfit

Unique costumes for Ane-chan and Shizune-chan
New in-game slot machine

Play as Ane-chan or Shizune-chan
1 Player Support

Difficulty/Hidden scenes adjustable
Story mode, Ane-chan was promoted on the Main Company's overseas branch. She can now visit places like Korea, America, Russia, etc. The story is supported by new events

In-game graphics but also new body images for the characters.
Easy Combat and many mini-games

Enhanced life styles and pregnancy in-game
Extensive smaller side-arcos

DOA7 Wish-level
New ToD stages

New in-game secret room and item
Extra story products for all characters

Analog Continue mode, select what story can you continue
Reminder about the love of characters made by corresponding “Story”. Because of the anniversary of DOA5, there are also many articles related to the DOA series

DOA's Ultimate room
Statistics and real time battle with characters and enemies

Revival of "all characters speak" function, and expect Shizune-chan for the first time
Do Chu, late Michiru on-line fantasy venue

Introduction of a new character, Hyo Suijinki
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